Real Results

Success Within REACH.

Combining experience with process, REACH implements
Performance Optimization, World Class Safety Culture
and Leadership Development programs for companies
who want to go beyond incremental improvement.
As global leaders in performance implementation, we partner with teams in
developing a sustainable performance culture. In this role, REACH positively
impacts revenue and costs by engaging your entire team. We help companies
reduce variance and achieve Operational Best Practice as quickly and efficiently
as possible. REACH’s clients achieve a 15 to 35% savings and see an average
Return On Investment (ROI) of 14:1.

Has your organization been successfully optimized resulting in cost
savings and increased cash flow?
Our client engagements have shown that coaching your
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workforce delivers the cultural change required for success.
Engaging REACH increases your probability in achieving
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and exceeding your goals. The results you’ll get from an
engagement with REACH will assist you in obtaining and
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sustaining top quartile performance. We achieve real results
for our clients because we are the global leaders in proven,
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multi-disciplinary programs.
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REACH begins each project with an Assessment that provides
an unbiased, detailed evaluation of your current performance
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and safety culture. We then compare your processes and
behaviors to the 25 elements of a World Class standard.
Equipped with the Assessment results, an Implementation
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Plan is developed and agreed upon with defined goals and
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REACH Performance Coaches facilitated a 44.3% reduction in average well
construction time over a 3 year period. This resulted in an estimated cost
savings of $5,942,400 per well.

objectives. Planning and Enrollment aligns the stakeholders
to the goals and ensures ownership is embedded within
your team. Customized Workshops are used to roll out
the program or deliver content to the broader team. These
proven processes ensure the goals are achieved in the
timeliest and most economical means possible for long term.

REACH facilitates cost
savings of 15-35%
while developing a
sustainable performance
and safety culture.

Performance Optimization
REACH is the leader in innovative performance improvement solutions designed
to match your exact situation. REACH’s proven methodologies ensure your
team performs the best they can in every operation by creating broad ownership
for their performance. REACH Coaches bring rigor to detailed planning ensuring
your entire team has considered all risks and hazards. The safest, most efficient
way to execute is then communicated to the broader team. REACH identifies
Operational Best Practices through data analysis and facilitates an accelerated
learning curve ensuring success. REACH Coaches get the right information
to the right people at the right time. Performance is measured against best
historical, and other meaningful benchmarks to identify new learnings.

World Class Safety Culture
A sustainable World Class Safety Culture doesn’t just happen. It goes beyond
mere compliance of the rules and regulations and engages your team to value
and deliver safe performance. REACH does the heavy lifting while your team is
made responsible for owning the culture long term. REACH Safety Performance
Coaches align teams on the importance and best way to effectively use your
Safety Management System and tools. This focus results in greater competency,
with a commitment to driving safe and efficient operations. As your safety
culture is positively transformed, your operational efficiency will benefit as well.

Leadership Development
The REACH Group helps managers and supervisors become stronger leaders,
raising the limits of their capabilities for improved teamwork, while positively
impacting operations. Through a series of facilitated modules, your leaders will
gain improved skills for decision making, cost control, up time and personnel
retention while reducing incidents. REACH Performance Coaches work with
your team on sound, usable leadership concepts that are immediately applied
to the workplace. These skills are aligned with corporate values and goals for
enhanced leadership performance thereby improving your corporate culture.

We further support your needs with the
following services:
• Workshops
• Facilitations
• Specialized Data Management Software
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